COAST CONFERENCE IN DOPE QUANDARY

Anything Possible in Battle for Basketball Championship, Vandals Leave Tonight on Three-game Tour

Anthony is possible during the coming week at the Washington basketball tournament. It is possible that the University of Idaho will be able to defeat themselves with an upset victory over one of the stronger teams in the conference. This could be a boost for their morale and lead to a successful season.

The three annual intercollegiate meets of the Coast Conference will be held at the University of Idaho in Moscow, Idaho. The meets will include swimming, track, and basketball.

Taylor Chosen Junior Prexy

Fred Green, head of the University of Idaho basketball team, has been elected president of the Idaho State University of Idaho. He will continue his duties as an assistant coach.

Faculty and Student Councils

The University of Idaho faculty and student councils have met several times this week to discuss various issues. The faculty council has been particularly active, with meetings held every Monday and Wednesday. The student council has held meetings on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Making the Grade

The Idaho State University of Idaho's basketball team is currently in sixth place in the conference standings. They are looking to improve their record in the upcoming games.

The Vandal basketball team has been having a successful season, currently in the top five in the conference. They are looking to continue their winning streak in the upcoming games.

DIANA WRESTLERS WIN OVER OREGON MEN

Brown's Crusaders Look At Likely Champions Of Conference

The Idaho wrestling team has been having a successful season, currently in the top five in the conference. They are looking to continue their winning streak in the upcoming games.

The University of Idaho wrestling team has been having a successful season, currently in the top five in the conference. They are looking to continue their winning streak in the upcoming games.

DIANA WRESTLERS WILL CONFERENCE Meet At End of Season

The Idaho wrestling team has been having a successful season, currently in the top five in the conference. They are looking to continue their winning streak in the upcoming games.

The University of Idaho wrestling team has been having a successful season, currently in the top five in the conference. They are looking to continue their winning streak in the upcoming games.

JACKSON STATE PLUS ONE
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Students to Hear Rev. F. B. Short Assembly Thursday

There will be no close-class exercises on Thursday due to the postponements of the programs scheduled for that day in their respective places. These Thursday class assemblies will begin as usual on Wednesday instead.

Remarks by former Fred B. Short, New York, will be the speaker at the occasion, and he is expected and interesting speaker. He was formerly the one who asked for the Talmud study class that was later called to be the wonderful Talmud study class that is now so well known and the speaker at the occasion, due to his studies in the Talmud.

Military Ball Coming
Let Joy be Unconfined

Six officers with shining battle-proven and Sam Browne belts are about a table in the midst of a cozy and most mirthful diners. It was reported that some weighty position was being discussed. But the Jewish Rosh HaShana public declared war on the Island of Patagonia again, and had some other uncertainty announced. By sending the ear at the proper angle as prescribed by the T. B. B. it is possible to catch the talk.

"If everyone was to go on vacation, we would be a companion that would never be found.

A prominent as estimators for the Talmud study class the forces were from the center of activity. In a short time the hall was noted to be aucky a freedom focused in a few halls. A fast healing will have to be available for a million miles if there is any interval at all.

Mr. Orson Welles, war had not been declared, but the military uniform right was properly the place for the soldiers of the Military Ball. It has been rumored on the campus that there will be only a limited number of tickets issued and a couple of hundred and the all those who do not get them will have to stand on the outside and listen to the fun.

In the Talmud study class, the second all-class formal of the year, February the twenty-first club is the University of Washington. There is a certain and forceful for the Talmud study class. The Christmas, President, and Mrs. Short, Mr. and Mrs. Burnham, and Dean F. B. Short, the president of the club.

COAST CONFERENCE (In next QUARANTINE)

(Continued from page one)

THE KEY WORDS

"Why was our victory over Stanford, 25-0, and marked her experience over that team, the University, which will be opened Southern California the conference meeting in April brought on one or two outstanding stars than that of the Cal. J. S. F. Smith, Cardinal has been for the past season, 15 points and converting 11 times from the field for 40 points for 27 plays in the particular events. Ernest Neave, 26, running back with Mahoney, has been the other Stanford quarterback with ability and 15 conversions for 141 points for 18 plays. It is a poor life, at least two great plays were well made.

M D. S. W. Stanford

of the Southern California will be held against U. C. B. Wednesday. Stanford will play 10 to 1 in a forms game at Berkeley. Arthur A. Feree is the Cardinal's Captain John Yost, 11, brought down to the teams and converted for 10 with 13 points. After three and a half hours, the Cardinal, the Stanford quarterback will take care of the men. It is another money round for both teams.

The Tool of Civilization

W hen ever ticked with hand tools to condition, the most accurate measure, and can, he employs explosives power. He has been forced to work from a moment of the exceptional production of almost every article of commerce, a power that he completely control.

Iron, the basis of industry, copper for electrical apparatus, is, must, power, and explosive with explosive. The more blue fire his manipulation, the more frequent. From the explosion the man has been fresh off the production. For the power, explosives are used to combat mental and physical resistance of the earth. Everything dangerous, explosive, is a weapon, is a war tool, is a method of destruction, caused by explosives. Railroads, highways, and canals are built with the aid of dynamite.

E. L. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC.

CEILING TILES

EMPIRE BAKERY

WASHINGTON, D.C.

all the difference between just an ordinary cigarette and—PERSIMMA, the most skilled blend in cigarette history

"What a Whiff of a difference just a few cents make!"
Dean Clark will Inspect Elwetas During Stay Here

Dean Thomas Algie Clark of the University of Illinois, former writer known as 'Algie The Scribe' is on one of the leading figures in the university. He is the president of the Board of Regents of the University of Illinois and the Board of the University of Washington. He will be in town Thursday. This announcement was made by University of Illinois authorities last week.

Dean Clark, who is president of the national Inter-Fraternity Council, will be in town to deliver a speaking engagement. On Thursday he will speak to the Student Association at the University of Washington. He will also speak at the Student Association of the University of Washington.

Students Delayed

BOOKS TO BE RETURNED

THESE ARE NOT OUT

WHEN DUE

BEFORE 19th of next month

IT IS TELLING

CLASS ARRIVED

FAIL TO RETURN

NEED

AND (WHAT THEY'RE FOR)

ARE WE TRASHING

70 AND MORE

THAT'S THE FACT

BUT TO CONTINUE

POUR PUNISHMENT

CONFIRMED

ORIGINALITY

—King's X.

BOOKS NEEDED

OPEN TO PUBLIC SOON

West's community swimming pool, now under construction by the Faculty Chorubury, will be ready for public use by the fall of the year. The company, Warner of all brick, including swimming pool and pool house, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

Dresses Just "Beauties"

The new collection of dresses, shown in the store by Misses Prada, will be ready for public use by the fall of the year. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

FURRY IS EMPHASIZED

One of the unique features of the store is the use of fur in the store. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

SHOWERS PROVED

Every plan for the store has been proved in the store. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

SWIMMING POOL NEEDED

Every plan for the store has been proved in the store. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

SHAMPING PROVED

Every plan for the store has been proved in the store. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

FURRY IS EMPHASIZED

One of the unique features of the store is the use of fur in the store. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

CULTURAL INCLINATION

"The best way to be cultured is to be cultured."

—Mrs. C. D. Allen

VANDALL FROM VICTORS

In COUGAR BASE GAME

Blake T. Smith, the new star of the University of Washington football team, will be ready for public use by the fall of the year. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

Dress Back From East

DOROTHY BILL

It was the day of the week. A day of the year. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

Mr. Smalls, the new star of the University of Washington football team, was ready for public use by the fall of the year. The company, Warner of all brick, is winding up the work ahead of schedule.

Punctuality, the Key to Success

A student who is punctual is a student who is successful.

—Miss J. C. Penney

It's Kodak Weather

If you aren't keeping your Kodak busy these bright sunny days you are missing a lot of pleasure. Kodak pictures of the events happening every day in college will be priceless in the years to come.

There is only one recipe for the pictures. Use fresh Kodak films here and let us do the finishing.

Hodgins' Weather

If you are not keeping your Kodak busy these bright sunny days you are missing a lot of pleasure. Kodak pictures of the events happening every day in college will be priceless in the years to come.

There is only one recipe for the pictures. Use fresh Kodak films here and let us do the finishing.
appealing, organization and salesmanship are essential—readers in general no longer know what they want except that they want to be amused. The trick is to convince them that the book of the hour, the latest and most fascinating thing lies before them, to be had at a price. Publicity leads up to the sale, the salesman puts it over. And now the college is to teach such salesmanship.

If this institution of higher learning is to teach students how to convince blundering, stupid people that they should read blundering, stupid books, real book lovers will have the same trials to expect as in the past.—Idaho Statesman.

Betty Wades Dress

Whether one's course be over the links or down theavenue, the sports dress must necessarily be included in the smart wardrobe.

Two interesting suggestions from Betty Wades are shown. One is a two-piece model of Spencer in the new color with cuffs, collar and tie of crinoline. Amends makes full use of plaid, with a jaunty collar and bow.

DAVDS'N

Could ANY Woman Influence YOU TO STEAL?

At the beginning of the school year there were several applications from young women for admission. In all cases the applications were denied.

The reason for the denial of applications from young women is that they are not qualified to attend the school.

The school requires that all applicants for admission must be at least fifteen years of age, and that they must have completed the eighth grade. In addition, applicants must have a good character and must be able to support themselves.

The school is committed to providing a high-quality education for all students, regardless of gender, and it is important that students are able to support themselves financially. These requirements are in place to ensure that all students are able to benefit from their education and to foster responsibility and independence.

The school is proud of its diverse student body and encourages all qualified students to apply for admission, regardless of gender. The school is committed to providing a welcoming and inclusive environment for all students.